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In today's digital age, teens spend much of their time
engaging on social media or surfing the web for
entertainment and information. Our Christian teens need
a strong faith foundation in order to Follow Jesus in the
vast and often perilous online world.This workbook was
created to help your teen navigate the web with diligence
and wisdom, grounded in eight essential biblical
principles of the Christian faith. Each lesson will include
a detailed description of each Christian value, pertinent
scripture to study, online goal-setting worksheets,
checklists, and talking tips teens can use to ensure they
Follow Jesus not only in their off-line lives but every time
their fingers touch their screens.
What Your Son Isn't Telling You provides a rare look at
the secret lives of teen boys--a world characterized by
loneliness and peer fear; one in which measuring up as a
man means conforming to a code of always being a
tough guy, never showing weakness, and never
expressing true feelings. Too many boys feel the
constant pressure to prove themselves in classrooms, on
playing fields, and especially among their friends. Deep
inside they hunger for family support and
connection--and long to be accepted by their peers.
Each chapter of this must-read book is packed with reallife stories and emails from teen boys that will give
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Sage advice to help frustrated parents reconnect with
their teenagers and keep that connection strong, even in
today's hectic world, now revised and updated
Only yesterday boys and girls spoke of embracing and
kissing (necking) as getting to first base. Second base
was deep kissing, plus groping and fondling this and
that. Third base was oral sex. Home plate was going all
the way. That was yesterday. Here in the Year 2000 we
can forget about necking. Today's girls and boys have
never heard of anything that dainty. Today first base is
deep kissing, now known as tonsil hockey, plus groping
and fondling this and that. Second base is oral sex. Third
base is going all the way. Home plate is being introduced
by name. And how rarely our hooked-up boys and girls
are introduced by name!-as Tom Wolfe has discovered
from a survey of girls' File-o-Fax diaries, to cite but one
of Hooking Up's displays of his famed reporting prowess.
Wolfe ranges from coast to coast chronicling everything
from the sexual manners and mores of teenagers... to
fundamental changes in the way human beings now
regard themselves thanks to the hot new field of genetics
and neuroscience. . . to the inner workings of television's
magazine-show sting operations. Printed here in its
entirety is "Ambush at Fort Bragg," a novella about sting
TV in which Wolfe prefigured with eerie accuracy three
cases of scandal and betrayal that would soon explode
in the press. A second piece of fiction, "U. R. Here," the
story of a New York artist who triumphs precisely
because of his total lack of talent, gives us a case history
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"The Invisible Artist") of radical changes about to sweep
the arts in America. As an espresso after so much fullbodied twenty-first-century fare, we get a trip to Memory
Mall. Reprinted here for the first time are Wolfe's two
articles about The New Yorker magazine and its editor,
William Shawn, which ignited one of the great firestorms
of twentieth-century journalism. Wolfe's afterword about
it all is in itself a delicious draught of an intoxicating era,
the Twistin' Sixties. In sum, here is Tom Wolfe at the
height of his powers as reporter, novelist, sociologist,
memoirist, and-to paraphrase what Balzac called himselfthe very secretary of American society in the 21st
century.
For mothers who are reeling from the rockiness of an
ever-changing adolescent, or struggling with a
relationship that's deteriorating by the day, here is
encouragement, reassurance, and great advice. "I'm Not
Mad, I Just Hate You!" discusses the social, emotional,
cultural, and psychological issues that can lead to
mother-daughter conflicts. It offers illuminating and very
recognizable case studies, and demonstrates how
mother-daughter friction during adolescence can actually
empower girls by teaching them invaluable skills. By
providing mothers with much-needed encouragement
and practical strategies to help their daughters grow into
emotionally healthy and capable adults, "I'm Not Mad, I
Just Hate You!" can transform the tempestuous teenage
years into years of positive, enriching growth.
Psychologist Carl Pickhardt offers insight from his thirty
years of experience counseling caregivers on how to
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eight to eighteen. For most parents, the onset of puberty
brings an unexpected, even unwelcome change in their
child's behavior, which can cause bewilderment,
confusion, and sadness. Dr. Pickhardt's comforting and
knowledgeable voice points out that not only can growth
change many beloved characteristics of their child, but it
can also alter dynamics in the relationship. Parents,
teachers, and caretakers, will find comfort with effective
practices to help kids achieve responsible independence
from the end of childhood through young adulthood and
beyond.
A lighthearted but insightful guide to raising adolescent
children shows parents how to deal with teenagers living
in a faster-paced, less morally certain world than the one
they knew. Original. 50,000 first printing.
A New York Times Bestseller Renowned neurologist Dr.
Frances E. Jensen offers a revolutionary look at the
brains of teenagers, dispelling myths and offering
practical advice for teens, parents and teachers. Dr.
Frances E. Jensen is chair of the department of
neurology in the Perelman School of Medicine at the
University of Pennsylvania. As a mother, teacher,
researcher, clinician, and frequent lecturer to parents
and teens, she is in a unique position to explain to
readers the workings of the teen brain. In The Teenage
Brain, Dr. Jensen brings to readers the astonishing
findings that previously remained buried in academic
journals. The root myth scientists believed for years was
that the adolescent brain was essentially an adult one,
only with fewer miles on it. Over the last decade,
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teen years encompass vitally important stages of brain
development. Samples of some of the most recent
findings include: Teens are better learners than adults
because their brain cells more readily "build" memories.
But this heightened adaptability can be hijacked by
addiction, and the adolescent brain can become addicted
more strongly and for a longer duration than the adult
brain. Studies show that girls' brains are a full two years
more mature than boys' brains in the mid-teens, possibly
explaining differences seen in the classroom and in
social behavior. Adolescents may not be as resilient to
the effects of drugs as we thought. Recent experimental
and human studies show that the occasional use of
marijuana, for instance, can cause lingering memory
problems even days after smoking, and that long-term
use of pot impacts later adulthood IQ. Multi-tasking
causes divided attention and has been shown to reduce
learning ability in the teenage brain. Multi-tasking also
has some addictive qualities, which may result in
habitual short attention in teenagers. Emotionally
stressful situations may impact the adolescent more than
it would affect the adult: stress can have permanent
effects on mental health and can to lead to higher risk of
developing neuropsychiatric disorders such as
depression. Dr. Jensen gathers what we’ve discovered
about adolescent brain function, wiring, and capacity and
explains the science in the contexts of everyday learning
and multitasking, stress and memory, sleep, addiction,
and decision-making. In this groundbreaking yet
accessible book, these findings also yield practical
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A groundbreaking guide to raising responsible,
capable, happy kids Based on the latest research on
brain development and extensive clinical experience
with parents, Dr. Laura Markham’s approach is as
simple as it is effective. Her message: Fostering
emotional connection with your child creates real
and lasting change. When you have that vital
connection, you don’t need to threaten, nag, plead,
bribe—or even punish. This remarkable guide will
help parents better understand their own
emotions—and get them in check—so they can parent
with healthy limits, empathy, and clear
communication to raise a self-disciplined child. Stepby-step examples give solutions and kid-tested
phrasing for parents of toddlers right through the
elementary years. If you’re tired of power struggles,
tantrums, and searching for the right
“consequence,” look no further. You’re about to
discover the practical tools you need to transform
your parenting in a positive, proven way.
Moms are eager for tips and wisdom to help them
build strong relationships with their daughters, and
Kari Kampakis’s Love Her Well gives them ten
practical ways to do so, not by changing their
daughters but by changing their own thoughts,
actions, and mind-set. For many women, having a
baby girl is a dream come true. Yet as girls grow up,
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the narrative of innocence and joy changes to gloom
and doom as moms are told, “Just wait until she’s a
teenager!” and handed a disheartening script that
treats a teenage girl’s final years at home as solely
a season to survive. Author and blogger Kari
Kampakis suggests it’s time to change the narrative
and mind-set that lead moms to parent teen girls
with a spirit of defeat, not strength. By improving the
foundation, habits, and dynamics of the relationship,
mothers can connect with their teen daughters and
earn a voice in their lives that allows moms to offer
guidance, love, wisdom, and emotional support. As a
mom of four daughters (three of whom are
teenagers), Kari has learned the hard way that as
girls grow up, mothers must grow up too. In Love
Her Well, Kari shares ten ways that moms can better
connect with their daughters in a challenging
season, including: choosing their words and timing
carefully, listening and empathizing with her teen’s
world, seeing the good and loving her for who she is,
taking care of themselves and having a support
system, and more. This book isn’t a guide to help
mothers “fix” their daughters or make them behave.
Rather, it’s about a mom’s journey, doing the heart
work and legwork necessary to love a teenager while
still being a strong, steady parent. Kari explores how
every relationship consists of two imperfect sinners,
and teenagers gain more respect for their parents
when they admit (and learn from) their mistakes,
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apologize, listen, give grace, and try to understand
their teens’ point of view. Yes, teenagers need rules
and consequences, but without a connected
relationship, parents may never gain a significant
voice in their lives or be a safe place they long to
return to. By admitting her personal failures and
prideful mistakes that have hurt her relationships
with her teenage daughters, Kari gives mothers hope
and reminds them all things are possible through
God. By leaning on him, mothers gain the wisdom,
guidance, protection, and clarity they need to grow
strong relationships with their daughters at every
age, especially during the critical teen years.
This perennial bestseller (with more than 100,000
copies sold) has been completely revised and
updated for a new generation of teenagers and their
parents. Since its initial publication in 1995,
Uncommon Sense for Parents with Teenagers has
ushered countless families through the trying years
of adolescence. In this fully revised and updated
edition, Riera tackles some of the newest issues
facing parents and teens, and gives a second look to
the old standbys—alcohol and drugs, academics, sex
and dating, sports and extracurriculars, eating
disorders, making friends, single parenting, divorce,
and more. Riera channels his unpatronizing
approach and two decades of experience working
with teens into this optimistic and indispensable
book.
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We have a tendency today to over-parent, micromanage, and under-appreciate our adolescents. Dr.
John Duffy's The Available Parent is a revolutionary
approach to taking care of teens and tweens.
Teenagers are often left feeling unheard and
misunderstood, and parents are left feeling
bewildered by the changes in their child at
adolescence and their sudden lack of effectiveness
as parents. The parent has become unavailable, the
teen responds in kind, and a negative, often
destructive cycle of communication begins. The
available parent of a teenager is open to discussion,
offering advice and solutions, but not insisting on
them. He allows his child to make some mistakes,
setting limits, primarily where health and safety are
concerned. He never lectures — he is available but
not controlling. He is neither cruel nor dismissive,
ever. The available parent is fun and funny, and can
bring levity to the most stressful situation. All of that
is to say, there are no conditions to his availability —
it is absolute.
"Tens of thousands of worried parents have turned
to this authoritative guide for the facts about the
growing problem of teen self-injury--and what they
can do to make it stop. Michael Hollander is a
leading expert on the most effective treatment
approach for cutting, dialectical behavior therapy
(DBT). Vivid stories illustrate how out-of-control
emotions lead some teens to hurt themselves, how
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DBT can help, and what other approaches can be
beneficial. Parents get practical strategies for talking
to teens about self-injury without making it worse,
teaching them specific skills to cope with extreme
emotions in a healthier way, finding the right
therapist, and managing family stress. Incorporating
the latest research, the revised edition offers a
deeper understanding of the causes of self-injury
and includes new DBT skills"-At last, a book of sage advice that will help frustrated
parents reconnect with their teenager and keep that
connection even in today's often-crazy world.The
first step is simple: realizing that inside every teen
resides two very different people-the regressed child
and the emergent adult. The emergent adult is seen
at school, on the playing field, in his first job, and in
front of his friends' families. Unfortunately, his
parents usually see only the regressed child-moody
and defiant-and, if they're not on the lookout, they'll
miss seeing the more agreeable, increasingly adult
thinker in their midst.With ingenious strategies for
coaxing the more attractive of the two teen
personalities into the home, family psychologist Mike
Riera gives new hope to beleaguered and harried
parents. From moving from a "managing" to a
"consulting" role in a teen's life, from working with a
teen's uniquely exasperating sleep rhythms to having
real conversations when only monosyllables have
been previously possible, Staying Connected to Your
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Teenager demonstrates ways to bring out the best in
a teen-and, consequently, in an entire family.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An awardwinning guide to the sometimes erratic and
confusing behavior of teenage girls that explains
what’s going on, prepares parents for what’s to
come, and lets them know when it’s time to worry.
Look for Under Pressure, the companion guide to
coping with stress and anxiety among girls, available
now. In this sane, highly engaging, and informed
guide for parents of daughters, Dr. Damour draws on
decades of experience and the latest research to
reveal the seven distinct—and absolutely
normal—developmental transitions that turn girls into
grown-ups, including Parting with Childhood,
Contending with Adult Authority, Entering the
Romantic World, and Caring for Herself. Providing
realistic scenarios and welcome advice on how to
engage daughters in smart, constructive ways,
Untangled gives parents a broad framework for
understanding their daughters while addressing their
most common questions, including • My thirteenyear-old rolls her eyes when I try to talk to her, and
only does it more when I get angry with her about it.
How should I respond? • Do I tell my teen daughter
that I’m checking her phone? • My daughter suffers
from test anxiety. What can I do to help her? •
Where’s the line between healthy eating and having
an eating disorder? • My teenage daughter wants to
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know why I’m against pot when it’s legal in some
states. What should I say? • My daughter’s friend is
cutting herself. Do I call the girl’s mother to let her
know? Perhaps most important, Untangled helps
mothers and fathers understand, connect, and grow
with their daughters. When parents know what
makes their daughter tick, they can embrace and
enjoy the challenge of raising a healthy, happy
young woman. BOOKS FOR A BETTER LIFE
AWARD WINNER “Finally, there’s some good news
for puzzled parents of adolescent girls, and
psychologist Lisa Damour is the bearer of that happy
news. [Untangled] is the most down-to-earth,
readable parenting book I’ve come across in a long
time.”—The Washington Post “Anna Freud wrote in
1958, ‘There are few situations in life which are
more difficult to cope with than an adolescent son or
daughter during the attempt to liberate themselves.’
In the intervening decades, the transition doesn’t
appear to have gotten any easier which makes
Untangled such a welcome new resource.”—The
Boston Globe
NAMED A BEST BOOK OF 2017 BY NPR "For
anyone facing dementia, [Saunders'] words are truly
enlightening.... Inspiring lessons about living and
thriving with dementia."---Maria Shriver, NBC's
Today Show A "courageous and singular book"
(Andrew Solomon), Memory's Last Breath is an
unsparing, beautifully written memoir--"an intimate,
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revealing account of living with dementia" (Shelf
Awareness). Based on the "field notes" she keeps in
her journal, Memory's Last Breath is Gerda
Saunders' astonishing window into a life distorted by
dementia. She writes about shopping trips cut short
by unintentional shoplifting, car journeys derailed
when she loses her bearings, and the
embarrassment of forgetting what she has just said
to a room of colleagues. Coping with the
complications of losing short-term memory,
Saunders, a former university professor, nonetheless
embarks on a personal investigation of the brain and
its mysteries, examining science and literature, and
immersing herself in vivid memories of her childhood
in South Africa.
Addressing the isolation, fear, and silence parents
endure during their child's adolescence, authors Michael
Riera and Joseph Di Prisco get beyond the stereotypes
to expertly guide parents to a better appreciation of their
teenager's frustrating if not completely troubling
behavior.Through stories and conversations, Field Guide
to the American Teenager dramatizes teens living their
lives on their own terms, illuminating for bewildered and
sometimes beleaguered parents what is extraordinary in
the ordinary reality of everyday teenage life. Complete
with suggestions for parents to improve communication,
Field Guide lets parents stand briefly in their teenager's
shoes, ultimately guiding families toward genuine mutual
respect and understanding.
A special fiftieth anniversary edition of Kurt Vonnegut’s
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masterpiece,
desperate,
painfully
honest
attempt to
confront the monstrous crimes of the twentieth century”
(Time), featuring a new introduction by Kevin Powers,
author of the National Book Award finalist The Yellow
Birds Selected by the Modern Library as one of the 100
best novels of all time Slaughterhouse-Five, an American
classic, is one of the world’s great antiwar books.
Centering on the infamous World War II firebombing of
Dresden, the novel is the result of what Kurt Vonnegut
described as a twenty-three-year struggle to write a book
about what he had witnessed as an American prisoner of
war. It combines historical fiction, science fiction,
autobiography, and satire in an account of the life of Billy
Pilgrim, a barber’s son turned draftee turned optometrist
turned alien abductee. As Vonnegut had, Billy
experiences the destruction of Dresden as a POW.
Unlike Vonnegut, he experiences time travel, or coming
“unstuck in time.” An instant bestseller, SlaughterhouseFive made Kurt Vonnegut a cult hero in American
literature, a reputation that only strengthened over time,
despite his being banned and censored by some libraries
and schools for content and language. But it was
precisely those elements of Vonnegut’s writing—the
political edginess, the genre-bending inventiveness, the
frank violence, the transgressive wit—that have inspired
generations of readers not just to look differently at the
world around them but to find the confidence to say
something about it. Authors as wide-ranging as Norman
Mailer, John Irving, Michael Crichton, Tim O’Brien,
Margaret Atwood, Elizabeth Strout, David Sedaris,
Jennifer Egan, and J. K. Rowling have all found
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Safran Foer
has described Vonnegut as “the kind of writer who made
people—young people especially—want to write.” George
Saunders has declared Vonnegut to be “the great,
urgent, passionate American writer of our century, who
offers us . . . a model of the kind of compassionate
thinking that might yet save us from ourselves.” Fifty
years after its initial publication at the height of the
Vietnam War, Vonnegut's portrayal of political
disillusionment, PTSD, and postwar anxiety feels as
relevant, darkly humorous, and profoundly affecting as
ever, an enduring beacon through our own era’s
uncertainties. “Poignant and hilarious, threaded with
compassion and, behind everything, the cataract of a
thundering moral statement.”—The Boston Globe
Every parent knows the unrelenting fervour of a four-yearold's tantrum, an eight-year-old's insistence on talking
back, or a moody pre-teen's newfound hobby of brooding
in anger. And every parent has asked the simple
question: how can I avoid meltdowns and create more
peace at home? While most parenting strategies are
designed to coerce your kids to change, Parenting
Without Power Struggles does something innovative,
and focuses on where parents actually have real control:
within themselves. When parents learn to keep their cool
and parent from a strong and durable connection, they
become able to help their children navigate the
challenging moments of growing up. Family therapist
Susan Stiffelman has shown thousands of parents how
to be the confident 'captain of the ship' in their children's
lives. Based on her successful practice and packed with
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clear insights to motivate kids to cooperate and connect,
making Parenting Without PowerStruggles an
extraordinary guidebook for transforming your day-to-day
parenting life.
With each passing day, teenagers' lives become
increasingly intertwined with social media. How can you
help your child make wise decisions and remain safe
online? How can you stay informed and involved in
healthy ways?
Are you at your wits’ end dealing with an angry teen?
This important guide offers frustrated parents powerful
mindfulness tips to navigate heated moments of
interaction with their child, as well as skills based in
positive psychology to foster compassion, caring, and
lasting connection. Does your teen get angry easily or
act out? You aren’t alone. Parenting a teen is hard
enough, but parenting an angry teen is especially
difficult. You might feel unable to keep your own cool
during disagreements, or even worry that your
relationship with your teen is doomed. So, how can you
make sure you stay grounded when the drama rises and
reestablish a sense of connection? Written by a
psychologist and teen expert, this book offers techniques
based in mindfulness, compassion, and positive
psychology to help you face the challenges that
parenting an angry teen presents. You’ll discover the
clinical and psychological underlying conditions that can
contribute to teen anger, skills for improving
communication, and mindfulness tips for staying calm
yourself. In addition, you’ll learn skills for reestablishing
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ready to take control of your own reactions and start
reconnecting with your angry teen, this book will help
guide the way.
Drawing on what hard science says about the factors
that breed happiness in childhood and beyond, here are
10 simple principles for fostering the skills and habits that
will set the stage for optimism, emotional health, and
confidence for kids.
Our Last Best Shot presents the personal stories of
twelve girls and boys from across America. Their stories,
and Laura Sessions Stepp's extensive research, provide
real insight for parents trying to raise well-adjusted
children in this difficult age. Filled with wisdom and
common sense, based on cutting-edge research, and
featuring an invaluable resource list, this is a book that
parents and educators cannot afford to be without.
Plugged-In Parenting comes at a time when parents find
themselves between a rock and a hard place. They want
to protect their children from the increasingly violent and
sexualized content of movies, TV, the Internet, and
music as well as cyberbullying and obsessive cell phone
texting. But they fear that simply “laying down the law”
will alienate their kids. Can parents stay connected to the
media while staying connected to God and to each
other? This book makes a powerful case for teaching
kids media discernment, but doesn’t stop there. It shows
how to use teachable moments, evidence from research
and pop culture, Scripture, questions, parental example,
and a written family entertainment constitution to uphold
biblical standards without damaging the parent-child
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In this candid guide to adolescence in his #1 bestselling
series, Richard Carlson examines the contradictions and
challenges unique to teenage life and offers high schoolers
(and their parents) tools for learning not to stress about
homework, peer pressure, dating, and more. Along the way,
he addresses such issues as: Breaking up Getting out of the
emergency lane Being OK with your bad hair day Dropping
the drama
Expert suggestions for guiding your child through the
roughteenage years Does it sometimes seem like your
teenager is trying to push youover the edge? Learn what your
child is going through and what youcan do to help your teen
navigate this difficult period in thispractical guide from
psychologist and parenting expert CarlPickhardt. In an easyto-read style, Dr. Pickhardt describes a4-stage model of
adolescent growth to help parents anticipatecommon
developmental changes in their daughter or son from
lateelementary school through the college age years.
Provides unique advice for dealing with arguing, chores,
themessy room, homework, and many other issues Offers
best practices for teaching effective
communication,constructive conflict, and responsible decisionmaking Includes ideas for protecting kids against the dangers
of theInternet, bullying, dating, sexual involvement, and
substanceuse An essential road map for parents looking to
guide theirchildren on the path to adulthood.
The fourteen essential conversations to have with your tween
and early teenager to prepare them for the emotional,
physical, and social challenges ahead, including scripts and
advice to keep the communication going and stay connected
during this critical developmental window. “This book is a gift
to parents and teenagers alike.”—Lisa Damour, PhD, author
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Trying to convince
schooler to listen to you can be exasperating. Indeed, it can
feel like the best option is not to talk! But keeping kids
safe—and prepared for all the times when you can't be the
angel on their shoulder—is about having the right
conversations at the right time. From a brain growth and
emotional readiness perspective, there is no better time for
this than their tween years, right up to when they enter high
school. Distilling Michelle Icard's decades of experience
working with families, Fourteen Talks by Age Fourteen
focuses on big, thorny topics such as friendship, sexuality,
impulsivity, and technology, as well as unexpected
conversations about creativity, hygiene, money, privilege, and
contributing to the family. Icard outlines a simple, memorable,
and family-tested formula for the best approach to these
essential talks, the BRIEF Model: Begin peacefully, Relate to
your child, Interview to collect information, Echo what you're
hearing, and give Feedback. With wit and compassion, she
also helps you get over the most common hurdles in talking to
tweens, including: • What phrases invite connection and
which irritate kids or scare them off • The best places, times,
and situations in which to initiate talks • How to keep kids
interested, open, and engaged in conversation • How to exit
these chats in a way that keeps kids wanting more Like a
Rosetta Stone for your tween's confounding language,
Fourteen Talks by Age Fourteen is an essential
communication guide to helping your child through the
emotional, physical, and social challenges ahead and,
ultimately, toward teenage success.
Oh to be able to return to the days of messy bedrooms and
preteen attitudes! Now as parents of teenagers, the days
have the potential of bringing us not-so-fun issues like
sexting, cyber-bullying, and eating disorders. And let’s not
forget the old standbys of drugs, alcohol, and depression. As
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as their parent you must still be prepared! Will you know what
to do when a naked picture of your daughter gets forwarded
by her “boyfriend” to the entire school? How will you respond
when your child is bullied online--or is the bully himself?A
Survival Guide to Parenting Teens has thought through all the
issues you haven’t. Covering a broad range of issues from
the terrifying (sex, drinking, drugs, depression) to the
frustrating (defiance, laziness, conformity, entitlement),
parenting expert Joani Geltman approaches 80
uncomfortable topics with honesty and a dash of humor. She
reveals what your teens are thinking and feeling--and what
developmental factors are involved. Then she explains how to
approach each problem in a way that lets your kid know you
“get it” and leads to truly productive
conversations.Guaranteed, the teenage years will bring
problems that will make any parent long for the days of lying
about homework and playing too many video games. But
you’re not alone! This invaluable, all-encompassing resource
provides the help you will need for tomorrow’s headache.
Staying Connected To Your TeenagerHow To Keep Them
Talking To You And How To Hear What They're Really
SayingDa Capo Press
Popular parenting expert Dr. Laura Markham, author of
PEACEFUL PARENTS, HAPPY SIBLINGS, has garnered a
large and loyal readership around the world, thanks to her
simple, insightful approach that values the emotional bond
between parent and child. As any parent of more than one
child knows, though, it’s challenging for even the most
engaged parent to maintain harmony and a strong connection
when competition, tempers, and irritation run high. In this
highly anticipated guide, Dr. Markham presents simple yet
powerful ways to cut through the squabbling and foster a
loving, supportive bond between siblings, while giving each
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child the
vital connection
that he orMichael
she needs.
PEACEFUL
PARENT, HAPPY SIBLINGS includes hands-on, researchbased advice on: • Creating deep connections with each one
of your children, so that each truly believes that you couldn’t
possibly love anyone else more. • Fostering a loving family
culture that encourages laughter and minimizes fighting •
Teaching your children healthy emotional self-management
and conflict resolution skills—so that they can work things out
with each other, get their own needs met and respect the
needs of others • Helping your kids forge a close lifelong
sibling bond—as well as the relationship skills they will need
for a life of healthy friendships, work relationships, and
eventually their own family bonds.
REVISED AND UPDATED 2011 EDITION The essence of
adolescence hasn't changed since this book was first
published in 2005. Their brains haven't skipped a growth
spurt; their search for identity hasn't been called off or even
detoured; they haven't forgotten how to speak with the ease
of attitude. And yet, fingers fly across keys to a host of new
adolescent domains--from texting to iTunes, from chats to
anything-on-demand. This update traverses new adolescent
territory, both charted and uncharted, to bring parents up-tospeed on what to expect and how to deal. Every teenager
keeps secrets, and if you're like most parents, you worry
about what your kids don't tell you--especially when they
prefer text messages and social networking sites to face-toface conversation. Now this popular guide has been revised
and updated to address the challenges parents face with a
wired and Web-savvy generation. Jenifer Lippincott and
Robin Deutsch offer a deceptively simple plan for talking to
your kids that's based on a simple set of rules: Teens need to
stay safe, show respect, and keep in touch--online, and in
real life.
Every teenager rebels against authority at some point--talks
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millions of
teens take their rebellion to a point where it disrupts their
families and endangers their own futures or even their lives. If
one of these teens is yours, you've probably lived through
years of conflicting advice and pat solutions that don't last.
Finally, this breakthrough guide from a master therapist will
show you the seven steps to positive, permanent change for
you and your teenager: 1. Learn the real reasons for teen
misbehavior. 2. Make an ironclad contract to stop that
behavior. 3. Troubleshoot future problems. 4. End buttonpushing. 5. Stop the "seven aces" -- from disrespect to
threats of violence. 6. Mobilize outside help. 7. Reclaim lost
love within the family. Clear, compassionate, and packed with
real-life solutions to real-life problems, Parenting Your Out-ofControl Teenager gives parents the tools they need to turn
their families' lives around for good.

Results from world-renowned relationship expert
John Gottman’s famous Love Lab have proven an
incredible truth: Men make or break relationships.
Based on 40 years of research, The Man’s Guide to
Women unlocks the mystery of how to attract,
satisfy, and succeed with a woman for a lifetime. For
the first time ever, there is a science-based answer
to the age-old question: What do women really want
in a man? Dr. Gottman, author of the New York
Times bestseller The Seven Principles for Making
Marriage Work, and his wife and collaborator, clinical
psychologist Julie Schwartz Gottman, PhD, have
pored over the research along with bestselling
coauthors Douglas Abrams and Rachel Carlton
Abrams, MD. Together, they have written this
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definitive guide for men, providing answers on
everything from how to approach a woman and build
a connection with her to how to truly satisfy her in
bed and know when the relationship is on the right
track. The Man’s Guide to Women is a must-have
playbook for how to play—and win—the game of love.
PARENTING NEVER ENDS. From the founders of
the #1 site for parents of teens and young adults
comes an essential guide for building strong
relationships with your teens and preparing them to
successfully launch into adulthood The high school
and college years: an extended roller coaster of
academics, friends, first loves, first break-ups,
driver’s ed, jobs, and everything in between. Kids
are constantly changing and how we parent them
must change, too. But how do we stay close as a
family as our lives move apart? Enter the cofounders of Grown and Flown, Lisa Heffernan and
Mary Dell Harrington. In the midst of guiding their
own kids through this transition, they launched what
has become the largest website and online
community for parents of fifteen to twenty-five year
olds. Now they’ve compiled new takeaways and
fresh insights from all that they’ve learned into this
handy, must-have guide. Grown and Flown is a onestop resource for parenting teenagers, leading up
to—and through—high school and those first years of
independence. It covers everything from the
monumental (how to let your kids go) to the
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mundane (how to shop for a dorm room). Organized
by topic—such as academics, anxiety and mental
health, college life—it features a combination of
stories, advice from professionals, and practical
sidebars. Consider this your parenting lifeline: an
easy-to-use manual that offers support and
perspective. Grown and Flown is required reading
for anyone looking to raise an adult with whom you
have an enduring, profound connection.
#1 Best Seller in Teen Health & Hyperactivity - A
Guidebook for Parents Navigating the New Teen
Years Learn about the “New Teen” and how to
adjust your parenting approach. Kids are growing up
with nearly unlimited access to social media and the
internet, and unprecedented academic, social, and
familial stressors. Starting as early as eight years
old, children are exposed to information, thought,
and emotion that they are developmentally
unprepared to process. As a result, saving the
typical “teen parenting” strategies for thirteen-yearolds is now years too late. Urgent advice for parents
of teens. Dr. John Duffy’s parenting book is a new
and necessary guide that addresses this hidden
phenomenon of the changing teenage brain. Dr.
Duffy, a nationally recognized expert in parenting for
nearly twenty-five years, offers this book as a guide
for parents raising children who are growing up
quickly and dealing with unresolved adolescent
issues that can lead to anxiety and depression.
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Unprecedented psychological suffering among our
young and why it is occurring. A shift has taken
place in how and when children develop. Because of
the exposure they face, kids are emotionally
overwhelmed at a young age, often continuing to
search for a sense of self well into their twenties.
Paradoxically, Dr. Duffy recognizes the good that
comes with these challenges, such as the sense of
justice instilled in teenagers starting at a young age.
Readers of this book will: Sort through the
overwhelming circumstances of today’s teens and
better understand the changing landscape of
adolescence Come away with a revised, conscious
parenting plan more suited to addressing the current
needs of the New Teen Discover the joy in parenting
again by reclaiming the role of your teen’s ally,
guide, and consultant If you enjoyed parenting books
such as The Yes Brain, How to Raise an Adult, The
Deepest Well, and The Conscious Parent; then
Parenting the New Teen in the Age of Anxiety should
be next on your list!
IS THIS YOUR CHILD? These are the major
symptoms of potentially unrecognized allergies.
Does your child suffer from any of the following? •
Allergic Nose Rub • Eye Circles • Red Ears • Red
Cheeks • Eye Wrinkles • Aggression • Lack of
Alertness • Mottled Tongue • In this breakthrough
book, Dr. Doris Rapp offers a simple yet effective
approach to handling "problem" children. Is This
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Your Child? shows parents how to identify the
common foods, chemicals, or common allergic
substances that could be the culprits that cause
some children or adults to feel unwell or act
inappropriately. If your child is always sick,
hyperactive, a slow learner, or cranky, the first
question you should ask is not "What drug should be
prescribed?" or "What have I done wrong as a
parent?" Instead, find out the cause. Dr. Rapp gives
sensible suggestions about how these reactions to
foods and environmental factors can be recognized,
prevented, and treated. With this information, many
affected children should feel, act, behave, and learn
better. If you can detect unsuspected environmental
illness in your child--or yourself--you can change
your lives so you're more content, happy, and free of
illness.
Feeling overwhelmed when trying to talk with your
teen about behaviors that put them at risk? Sharing
strategies used by health care professionals, this
guidebook teaches parents how to have these tricky
conversations.
How can families keep their connections strong
when adolescence transforms even the happiest
kids into defiant, independent teenagers? In the
sage, practical Staying Connected to Your
Teenager, family psychologist Michael Riera reveals
that in every teen there are two very different people;
many parents and guardians see only the rebellious
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child but miss seeing the more nuanced, increasingly
adult thinker. It offers helpful strategies for promoting
authentic, respectful conversations (whether in
person, by text, or online); moving from a
"managing" to a "consulting" role in a teen's life;
understanding and working with normal adolescent
development; and guiding kids on everything from
social media to college applications. Riera shows
how to bring out the best in a teen—and,
consequently, in an entire family.
A psychologist with a reputation for penetrating to
the heart of complex parenting issues joins forces
with a physician and bestselling author to tackle one
of the most disturbing and misunderstood trends of
our time -- peers replacing parents in the lives of our
children. Dr. Neufeld has dubbed this phenomenon
peer orientation, which refers to the tendency of
children and youth to look to their peers for direction:
for a sense of right and wrong, for values, identity
and codes of behaviour. But peer orientation
undermines family cohesion, poisons the school
atmosphere, and fosters an aggressively hostile and
sexualized youth culture. It provides a powerful
explanation for schoolyard bullying and youth
violence; its effects are painfully evident in the
context of teenage gangs and criminal activity, in
tragedies such as in Littleton, Colorado; Tabor,
Alberta and Victoria, B.C. It is an escalating trend
that has never been adequately described or
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contested until Hold On to Your Kids. Once
understood, it becomes self-evident -- as do the
solutions. Hold On to Your Kids will restore parenting
to its natural intuitive basis and the parent-child
relationship to its rightful preeminence. The
concepts, principles and practical advice contained
in Hold On to Your Kids will empower parents to
satisfy their children’s inborn need to find direction
by turning towards a source of authority, contact and
warmth. Something has changed. One can sense it,
one can feel it, just not find the words for it. Children
are not quite the same as we remember being. They
seem less likely to take their cues from adults, less
inclined to please those in charge, less afraid of
getting into trouble. Parenting, too, seems to have
changed. Our parents seemed more confident, more
certain of themselves and had more impact on us,
for better or for worse. For many, parenting does not
feel natural. Adults through the ages have
complained about children being less respectful of
their elders and more difficult to manage than
preceding generations, but could it be that this time it
is for real? -- from Hold On to Your Kids
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